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The recent spectacular progress in modern nanoelectronics created a big stimulus towards development of SoCs for embedded applications. Unfortunately, it also introduced unusual silicon and system complexity and heterogeneity, which result in many serious SoC development issues. Additional difficult to solve issues are due to very high throughput and low energy demands of many modern embedded applications. These issues cannot be resolved without new more adequate system architecture concepts, as well as, methods and EDA-tools for an adequate system-level design exploration and multi-objective optimal system architecture synthesis. This tutorial discusses the problems of multi-objective optimal architecture synthesis and trade-off exploitation for complex hard real-time embedded heterogeneous multi-processor SoCs, and model-based semi-automatic architecture synthesis methods that enable its effective and efficient solution. It thoroughly discusses the abstract models of the architecture design issue that involve the abstract system behavior models, system platform models and multi-objective decision models, as well as, the construction of the models and their usage for the actual system architecture exploration and multi-objective optimal architecture synthesis. In the role of examples, it uses the system architecture exploration and synthesis methods and the corresponding EDA-tools that we recently developed, and the SoC architectures synthesised with our tools for several real-world designs related to the newest highly demanding wireless communication and multimedia standards.
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